THE STATE AND SOCIETY
the State ; the purpose was to combine the advantage
of a single and responsible authority with the initiative
supposed to be privy to private enterprise. Another
thinker who was working on these lines was H, G. Wells*
who abandoned his early Collectivism, in order to map
out a society in which scientifically planned industry*
working with a large social motive, would do much of
the work which Fabian Socialism had handed over to
Whitehall. In a sense the rationalization of industry
is an attempt to translate into economic fact the old
idea of distinguishing between State and society. In-
stead of workers' guilds big employing corporations atfe
the units of action, and democratic fervour has been
replaced, rashly no doubt, by a confidence in the unselfish
zeal of the new scientific industrialist.
The world of to-day is faced with a political paradox.
The larger do our administrative units become the
harder it is to give the individual a genuine sense of
self-determination and to make democracy a living and
a creative force. And yet, as we saw, the evolution
of society has been such that we must create these
larger units, superseding the State by the World-State,
nationality by internationalism. At the same time
as we are making these enormous groups, we are still
calling anxiously upon the name of democracy aiad
welcoming it as the hope of the world. Democracy
depends for its success on the self-reliance and self-
respect of the individual. But what sense of power and
responsibility can flourish in the inhabitant, for instance
of London, wjio is one burgess out of ten million, one
national out of fifty million, and one citizen of the worfd
out of a thousand million ? He feels swamped, petty,
unimportant, and only the great gift of imagination
can save him from political fatalism and despair.
Democracy, then, would seem to cry out for

